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INTRODUCTION
Highway Services Division and Peel’s Regeneration Committee have been working together
to develop this road map for the long term development of Peel’s highway infrastructure.
This document summarises these strategic visions and objectives for the future of Peel. The
development of Peel will be ongoing with visions and objectives being reviewed every 3
years to ensure any additional opportunities are captured along the way.
VISION
The vision is to:






Increase and improve the size and area of pedestrian friendly zones and provide a
sense of place for visitors and residents to enjoy their environment.
Encourage and increase confidence in more people to make use of footpaths and
cycle lanes as a means of travel, benefitting health and wellbeing.
Improve and encourage alternative parking.
Update, maintain and improve the standards of highways, junctions and walkways.
Protect against flooding with the Climate Change Adaptation

STRATEGY
The Department and Committee have recognised various opportunities for Peel and
developed a set of initial strategies listed below which they intend to carry out over the
course of the next 15 years in order to help achieve this vision.
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TIMESCALE
The Department and Committee recognise that some projects will be a higher priority than
others and so a timescale has been created to establish where each project lies. Short term
projects are considered to take place within 2 years, medium term projects between 2 and 5
years and long term will be for any projects due to take place from 5 years’ time or more.
Below is a table that summarises each of the projects listed in this document and their likely
timescales.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Project
Peel Harbour Timber Bridge
East Quay
Fenella Footbridge
Michael Street & Athol Place
Permeability to the Promenade
Refurbish the Promenade
Rock Armour
Junction Improvements – Christian Street
Junction Improvements – Derby Road
Junction Improvements – Albany Road
Cycle Lane to QE11 High School
Westlands Bus Stop
Traffic Flow and Parking Review
Douglas Street Review
Residential Roads Improvements
Heritage Trail
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Timescale
Short Term
Short Term
Long Term
Medium Term
Medium Term
Long Term
Long Term (for now)
Medium Term
Medium Term
Medium Term
Short Term
Short Term
Short Term
Short Term
Short Term
Short Term
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1. Peel Harbour Timber Bridge

The Department has plans underway to demolish and replace the Timber Bridge of West
Quay in Peel in October 2018. Peel is the only deep water harbour outside of Douglas with
Peel Bridge being the sole vehicular access to West Quay, Peel Castle, the Lifeboat Station
and Peel Breakwater. By improving the old bridge which has come to the end of its life, the
Island’s resilience will be increased.
The existing bridge is narrow and allows only single file traffic to pass at any one time.
There are no road markings or raised pavement areas for pedestrians to cross. A single
vehicle crossing the bridge will come into close proximity of pedestrians using the bridge.
The Department would like to encourage more people to travel on foot and bicycle
throughout the town and to do this a pedestrian friendly design needs to be incorporated to
ensure people feel safe and comfortable doing so.
The bridge will be replaced with a new design to meet modern requirements. It will be made
wider with the possibility of re-alignment to ease the flow of traffic and cater for large,
industrial vehicles. It will be a single two-lane carriageway with at least one footway for
pedestrians that will link with existing and proposed pedestrian footways at each end of the
bridge. As part of the Climate Change Adaptation the bridge will also be redesigned to
protect against the risk of tidal and river flooding.
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2. East Quay

East quay is one of the main routes for accessing the Peel Promenade and Marina and is
used by all types of transport including buses, oil tankers, cars and motorcycles. The
harbour side of East quay is used daily for mooring and accessing boats and as a result
vehicles are often parked on the double yellow lines. The land side of East Quay is made up
of apartment blocks, restaurants and other local businesses. Vehicles are permitted to park
on this side of the road and there is a narrow pavement for people to use, however there
are no crossing points for pedestrians along East Quay. The road is in a poor state with
minimal priority for pedestrians or cyclists.
East Quay is an under-valued and under-utilised resource in Peel with its fantastic marina
side aspect which lends itself to a restaurant and café culture. The project of East Quay
covers the junction by Wooden Harbour Bridge and extends down to Weather Glass corner
where the promenade joins East Quay, including Station Place along the way.
The road and walkways will be reconstructed and finished to a high quality and modern
standard. East Quay will be redesigned with improved pedestrian and cyclist facilities,
including wider walkways. By improving these facilities it will create an enhanced pedestrian
and cyclist feel in the area that will hopefully encourage more people to opt for walking or
cycling around the town. The road will see improved parking measures to cater for a high
turnover of short stay parking which will benefit the cafes, restaurants and other businesses
in the area. Herring style parking bays outside the businesses were suggested to create a
higher volume of spaces along East Quay. As the herring style parking spaces take up a
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large proportion of the road it would allow for only single file traffic and a one way system
would be put in place to tackle any traffic concerns. Single yellow lines on the harbour side
of the road were also suggested as a preventative measure of parking at certain times of
the day.
Pipes for a new sewerage system are to be embedded in the road of East quay and also in
the section of road from Weather Glass corner down the promenade to the Peel Sewerage
Pumping Station.

As part of the Climate Change Adaptation flood protection is to be designed that will be
1.4m in height. The flood defence will run from the area opposite the House of Manannan to
the area opposite the Creek Pub. The protection will provide for a 1 in 200 year tidal event
in 100 years’ time which is in line with good practice.
The works for East Quay are due to commence in April 2019.
In advance of the above East Quay project, Station Road will be resurfaced to a good
standard.
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3. Fenella Footbridge

The stretch of road on West Quay that leads to Fenella Beach car park is used by
pedestrians, cyclists and all forms of vehicles. West Quay is the only route that leads to
Fenella Beach car park and Peel’s breakwater, and can be accessed via the timber bridge
further up West Quay or via Fenella Bridge which is for pedestrians only. The road operates
two-way traffic and is heavily prioritised towards vehicles. The Department will look to
incorporate more pedestrian facilities in this area and improve the link between the car park
and Fenella Bridge to improve pedestrian and cyclist experience. This is a long term
aspiration that will be looked into by the Department.
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4. Michael Street & Athol Place

Peel attracts a large number of visitors; particularly in the summer months to the
promenade and quayside areas. However, over the years there has been a decline in the
number of people that visit the inner streets and heart of Peel, which is set back from the
quayside and promenade. The main routes into and out of Peel also lead visitors directly to
the quayside and then onto the promenade which results in these areas becoming vehicle
orientated with congestion easily building up and parking spaces difficult to find. This heavily
orientated route of traffic and interest in the promenade and quayside areas has resulted in
a reduction of visitors passing through the rest of the streets in the heart of Peel. Michael
Street for example is one of the main shopping areas in Peel and has seen a particular
reduction of shoppers and visitors. Michael Street is a one way street with narrow and
partial pavements that are low to the road. The pavements are in a poor state and this
street is not pedestrian or cyclist friendly. Highway Services Division and Peel’s Regeneration
Committee would like to see this street focussed more around these users with the intention
to increase the movement of people around this area. Michael Street will be refurbished to a
high quality standard with the works extending to, and including Athol Place which is an
essential entry point in this area. The aim is to transform it into a pedestrian friendly street
attracting more people to walk through and use the main shopping area.
The works to refurbish Michael Street and Athol Place are due to take place in the medium
term which is likely to be within 2 to 5 years. In order to be successful in attracting more
visitors to Michael Street, Highway Services realise that additional measures will also be
required to improve and increase the movement of people from the quay and promenade
into the streets in the heart of the town. Peel Regeneration Committee will also lead on
influencing shop owners to address the front of their shops to enhance the street scape.
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5. Improve Permeability to the Promenade

In order to attract more visitors to Michael Street and other underutilised streets of Peel,
additional measures will be required to improve and increase the movement of people from
the quay and promenade into the streets in the heart of Peel.
As a consequence of narrow streets that aren’t signposted, road users follow the main
routes into and out of Peel. This results in the promenade and quayside areas being overutilised whilst the inner streets and shopping areas of Peel see less pedestrian activity. The
roads and streets leading from the promenade up to the shopping areas are dated, of a
poor standard and not well sign posted. The pavements are low to the road and very
narrow, which can be off-putting for pedestrians as vehicles can drive along them. As the
gateway to the inner streets of Peel, Highway Services Division and Peel’s Regeneration
Committee agree that the roads that connect Michael Street and the promenade require
refurbishing to a high quality standard with improved pedestrian facilities. Bridge Street,
Beach Street, Queen Street, Orry Lane and Factory Lane will all undergo refurbishment of a
good quality standard with improved pedestrian facilities. Orry Lane has been noted as a
priority with works due to commence in April 2019. The roads will also see the addition of
planting by the Committee to improve the street scape, and there was also discussion
around coloured tarmacs and micro asphalt. The intention is to improve pedestrian facilities
by updating the roads and streets that connect the promenade with Michael Street to
encourage more people to venture around the town, seeing what it has to offer and in
return the permeability between the promenade and shopping areas will improve. These
works are on the Department’s short to medium term agenda with initial works to Beach
Street and Factory Lane taking place in July 2018, and St Peter’s Lane to follow shortly after.
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6. Refurbish Promenade

It is a long-term aspiration to refurbish Peel Promenade to a highly pedestrian focussed area
to encourage and improve more people to walk and cycle through the town. The promenade
is due to be resurfaced to a good standard in the short term, with works commencing within
a couple of years. The addition of a cycle lane and parking for bicycles was favoured.
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7. Rock Armour

The Department intends to refill, possibly replace the rock armour on the east side of the
promenade as part of the climate change adaptation. The area does not require immediate
attention and it is likely that this project is due to take place in the longer term of 10-15
years, however consideration is being given to bring several contracts together which may
bring this project forward.
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8. Christian Street Junction

The section of road towards the end of Christian Street can be busy at times and difficult for
users. Due to the build-up of traffic and limited visibility it can be an intimidating area for
those that opt to walk, cycle or have limited mobility. The pavements in this area are narrow
barely accommodating wheelchairs or prams, they are low to the road and there is a large
junction on Christian Street that can be unsafe for those that require additional time to
cross. The department wishes to improve the safety in this area and increase the amount of
people that walk or cycle around Peel. The department intends to do this by creating a
sense of place focussed around pedestrians and cyclists in the town. There were also
discussions that the stop sign that was removed in this area should be reinstated. This will
encourage more people to opt for this type of travel increasing the movement through Peel
on foot or bicycle and in turn reducing congestion and the number of parked cars. The
works to this area are on the medium term agenda and therefore should be commencing
within 2 - 5 years.
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9. Derby Road to Church Street Junction

The Department also wishes to improve the junction between Derby Road and Church Street
to make it safer and more user-friendly for those that wish to cycle or walk including those
that may have limited mobility. The Derby Road / Church Street junction is not only large
but a main route making it difficult to cross and off-putting for non-motorist users. The
pavements are also low to the road and some are very narrow limiting wheelchair and pram
use. The Department feels that to encourage the movement of pedestrians and cyclists in
this area the junction needs to be orientated around them with increased facilities to make it
more approachable. The works to this area are on the medium term agenda and therefore
should be commencing within 2 - 5 years.
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10. Albany Road to Douglas Street Junction

The junction between Albany Road and Douglas Street is one the main routes for traffic
entering and leaving Peel. The junction is large and busy with traffic from all directions
which makes it difficult to cross. It can also be intimidating for cyclists that try to navigate
around the junction amongst traffic from the various directions. Prior to this junction on the
main road into Peel there is a residential housing complex for elderly people that has
recently been built. In order to encourage people of all ages and mobility levels to opt for
walking or cycling around Peel, the Department needs to improve the pedestrian facilities in
this area. The junction needs to be made safer, more user-friendly and more inviting to
those that currently opt to drive. Through improved pedestrian and cyclist facilities this will
increase the movement of people in Peel. The works to this area are on the medium term
agenda and therefore should be commencing within 2 - 5 years.
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11. Cycle Lane and Pedestrian Access to High School

There is a partial cycle lane and path that connects QE2 High School with the estate behind
it, known as Ballawattleworth. The path is not established and can sometimes be closed off
limiting access between the estate and area by the school. The Department intends to
formalise and complete this cycle route to increase the activity on foot or bicycle through
the town. By completing the path the use of a short cut may be more appealing than driving
through and beyond the estate to reach the same destination. The works to complete this
route are on the short term agenda and are due to commence within the next 2 years.
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12. Westlands Bus Stop

Westlands is an area located on the main road into and out of Peel. One side of the road
has a pavement for pedestrians and parked cars; the other side of the road is made up of
hedges and driveway entrances. The pavement itself is narrow and there are no crossing
points along the road to enable pedestrians to cross safely. On the non-pavement side of
the road there is a bus stop that has no shelter, so passengers exit the bus onto the main
road. In relation to this there is an elderly residential housing complex that has recently
been built on the pavement side of this road as well as a secondary school further up.
People that attend these buildings and use this area of Peel will at some point cross the
main road without any form of crossing, which for the likes of those with limited mobility will
be quite daunting. The Department would like to purchase part of the football field located
by the entrance in order to accommodate a bus stop that can be tucked in away from the
main road and allow for a shelter to improve the comfort of waiting passengers. It would
also deem necessary that a crossing be put in place in order to improve existing safety
concerns and increase a pedestrian friendly feel in the area. The Department will be liaising
with the Football Club with regards to purchasing the required section of land. This is in the
short term agenda of works which will fall within 2 years.
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13. Traffic Flow and Parking Review
A study into parking habits and traffic flow in and around Peel is to be carried out this
financial year by the Department. The study will determine the areas for improvement and
appropriate solutions in relation to improved congestion and parking throughout Peel.

14. Douglas Street

The Department and local authorities support the overall review of Peel’s one way systems.
Douglas Street is due to be reviewed in the traffic and parking study taking place this year
by the Department. The review should conclude whether it would prove beneficial in terms
of traffic flow and directing traffic into the town centre by reversing the one way system
currently in place on Douglas Street. Local authorities have also considered extending the
one way system onto the promenade. A suggestion was made that the reversed one way
system could be done as a temporary trial before being made official. It is on the
Department’s short term agenda of works to review the one way system of Douglas Street.
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15. Residential Roads Improvements

The Department has set a budget aside for the improvement of the original residential roads
and footpaths of Ballaquane Estate and Bellevue Parks. The roads are of poor state and will
be made to a good standard commencing this financial year.
Future aspirations for additional residential road improvements include Close Corlett,
Glenfaba Park, Glenfaba Road and Ramsey Road including lay-bys.
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16. Heritage Trail

The Heritage Trail is a footpath used by members of the public that runs between Douglas
and Peel along the old railway line. The Department intends to open the trail up to as many
different users as possible by upgrading and improving various sections along the trail to a
standard that enables Access for All. This will allow pushchair users and people in selfassisted wheelchairs to access and enjoy the trail. The trail can also be accessed at various
points along the A1 Douglas to Peel Road allowing users, particularly those with limited
mobility to enjoy the different sections without travelling the whole distance.
The section of the heritage trail leading out from Peel to the Raggatt has recently seen a
partial improvement of a new, improved surface for its existing users and will see further
improvements to enable suitable Access for All. It has been agreed that the tail end of the
Heritage Trail into Peel is to be realigned slightly so that it follows the River Neb as opposed
to the old railway line which leads into the industrial estate. The path will cross towards the
river, following it through a more scenic trail into Peel. As this project is on the short term
program of works, it is likely to take place within the next 2 years.
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